W

hether you are a producer, vendor, cellar master or grower, you often transport bottles.
To make it easy, we’ve developed in France an essential «state-of-the art» bottling carrying
device for 75cl bottles. It is safe, practical and light, 3 good reasons to carry it in your hand.

EASY CARRYING
Practical and very light, Transbottle can
also be placed in the hold of an aircraft.

SHOCK RESISTANT
Well protected in a cocoon, your bottles will
not break, even if dropped from 2 m.

ISOTHERMAL
Your bottles are protected from temperatures variations.
They stay at the correct temperature, ready for
the perfect tasting.

PROFESSIONAL KIT
You will always be ready for your tastings.
Double lever corkscrew and 3 natural cork winestoppers
KIT PRO 2: Double lever corkscrew and 3 natural cork winestoppers
with glass head
AIRCRAFT KIT
Our aircraft kits allow you to securely close
your Transbottle and protect it with a code.
TSA (US custom agreement) luggage 3 dial combination
lock belt strap, travel Transbottle ID and 3 stickers “Fragile Glass”
AIRCRAFT KIT:

LABEL KIT
Set of 5 labels with 6 lines, labeling the wine
in the Transbottle

IDENTITY CARD
Dimensions

Height : 38 cm

Length : 36 cm

Weight

1,1 kg

Material

Expanded Polypropylene 55 kg/m³

Dimensions
of each
chamber

Height : 34 cm

Origine

Made in France

Width : 32 cm

Diameter : 10,5 cm

«My entire sales team is equipped with Transbottle. Actually, nobody would work without Transbottle anymore!»
Jean-Michel QUIE, Rauzan Gassies, second cru classé 1855, Margaux www.rauzangassies.fr
«It’s an easy transport, and even when in the aircraft hold I don’t worry about my fragile bottles anymore.»
Edouard COINTREAU www.cookbookfair.com
« Carrying bottles is no longer a headache with Transbottle ! »
Nicolas DESPAGNE, owner of Maison Blanche in Montagne Saint-Emilion www.despagne-rapin.com

TRANSBOTTLE - 7, Le Logis F - 17160 Bagnizeau
tel. : +33 (0)5 46 24 64 17 fax : +33 (0)5 46 24 03 77
www.transbottle.com - yl.svarc@transbottle.com
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